Thermaspray is the exclusive supplier
of Polymer Coatings from
Diamant Metalplastic Germany

ABOUT THE COMPANIES
THERMASPRAY
For twenty years Thermaspray has been specialising in providing wear and
corrosion resistant thermal spray coatings, Plasma Transferred Arc (PTA) welding
and refurbishment services to OEM’s and end-user clients. Other services
Thermaspray offer include machining, grinding, diamond grinding, probe track
burnishing, electrical run-out measurements/reporting, linishing and super finishing.
Thermaspray is the market leader in terms of this technology, and provides customers
with the best and most economical solutions for their routine, custom or emergency
requirements. All spraying is performed using 6-axis robotic gun manipulation to
ensure absolute process control and repeatability. Thermaspray’s dedication and
commitment to consistently delivering a world-class range of quality services is
certified by our DQS ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management Systems certification.

Surcotec has been in operation under the present management for the past 15 years and
is the longest established thermal spray coating company in Cape Town.
Their process capabilities include Combustion powder spray, High Velocity Oxy Fuel (HVOF) thermal spray,
Electric Arc spray, Plasma Transferred Arc (PTA) cladding and automated bore welding.
Surcotec’s coating services are supported by a fully equipped engineering workshop that includes Turning,
Boring, Milling, Grinding, Diamond Grinding and Linishing. Surcotec’s on-site and in-situ machining division
completes the full package of services and makes Surcotec the perfect solution to your engineering
requirements.
Their service staff and management have extensive experience in both the local and international markets and
consistently deliver quality solutions to our valued customers, often on a "round the clock" emergency basis.
Surcotec is a TNV ISO 9001 Quality Management company and is certified as an Eskom level 2 Nuclear supplier.

Joint Venture

SURCOTEC

Diamant: Polymeric solutions
Thermaspray is the Southern African representative of DIAMANT Metalplastic GmbH, based in Germany. DIAMANT
Metalplastic offers the metalworking industry high-quality polymeric solutions to restore functionality to castings and
thereby significantly reduce scrap.
The DIAMANT polymeric solution includes products for:
Impregnating and sealing leakages
Dichtol is a versatile high-performance polymer for the deep impregnation of castings.
The treatment of the surface with dichtol allows leaks to be sealed completely. Dichtol is
ready to use, transparent and applicable through dipping, brushing, spraying or injecting.

Repair of blow holes and surface treatments
Polymeric metals are very suitable for repairs of blow holes and surface treatments with a
perfect metallic finish. Our extensive assortment includes products for aesthetic
corrections of surfaces, technically demanding repairs of blow holes and large-scale repairs.

Wear protection and services
Polymeric protective and repair coatings are easily applicable and significantly increase
the lifetime of machines and plants. The highly flexible coating systems are extremely
resistant to thermal, abrasive and chemical wear.

Product overview
Diamant product solutions restore the function of castings and thereby
significantly reduce your scrap. The DIAMANT polymeric solution includes
products for impregnating and sealing leakages, as well as repairs of blow
holes and surface treatments with a perfect metallic finish. Moreover, Diamant
offer high-resistance coatings for thermal, abrasive and chemical wear.

dichtol

Elimination of porosity and surface flaws
Possible applications:
Ÿ Dipping
Ÿ Brushing
Ÿ Injecting
Ÿ Spraying

liquid metals

Benifits
Ÿ Punctual impregnation
Ÿ Low investment costs
Ÿ Transparent
Ÿ Temporary rust protection
Ÿ Drinking water approved

Repair of surfaces
Benefits:
Ÿ Best metallic character
Ÿ 1-component-material
Ÿ Fast curing

ultrametal

For medium and extensive repairs
Benefits:
Ÿ Extra long pot life
Ÿ Excellent technical characteristics
Ÿ Machinable like metal

iron cement

Extremely resistant to thermal wear
Benefits:
Approved for coquilles and combustion plants
Resistant up to 1600°C
Easily applicable by hand or spatulas
1-component-material
Physiologically harmless
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plasticmetal

For fine and medium repairs
Benefits:
Ÿ Good metallic character
Ÿ Very high proportion of metallic fillers
Ÿ Excellent technical characteristics
Ÿ Fast curing
Ÿ Machinable like metal
Ÿ Variable viscosity

Industries served

Machine
building

With assistance of Diamant products you can produce highly precise slideways, align
machine elements and produce individual seals. Polymer bound metals are easy to
process and realize significant cost- and time advantages.

Steel & Bridge
contruction

With assistance of our product solutions you are able to compensate gaps on the spot
without welding. By using the Metalplastic method the current corrosion protection
will not be damaged. As a result of using polymer-bound metals, the static properties of
compression-loaded metal elements are brought to perfection.

Coatings

Foundry

Metalplastic product solutions recover the function of the defective castings and
significantly reduces scrap. Polymer bound metals are easy to use and realize
significant cost- and time advantages.

Diamant product solutions are used as well for the repair and restoring of the function
to extend the life of machines. Polymer bound coatings are easy to use and realize
significant cost- and time advantages.

- pumps
- heat exchangers
- coatings
- leak stopping
Ÿ Impregnation (also in situ) of porous metals,
Ÿ Gap filling of steel constructions
Ÿ Defect repairs by cold welding

Applications

Ÿ Maintenance of technical equipment such as:

As a market leader in the specialized South African Coating Industry, Thermaspray offer a fully comprehensive
range of products and services to OEM and end-user clients in a wide range of demanding industries. We pride
ourselves on research and partnerships with the biggest names in the business. With our powerhouse of partners
and capable well trained staff, there is no job too big or small for us to handle. We have advanced and well
equipped, quality managed facilities which will ensure that we have you covered no matter what
type of application you are working with.
SPECIALISED METAL COATINGS
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Contact us
E-mail: iwalsh@surcotec.co.za
Website: www.surcotec.co.za
Cape Town:
Tel: +27(21) 959 8217
Fax: +27(86) 767 2374
Physical address:
c/o Kasselsvlei & Peter Barlow Drive, Belville
South, South Africa
Postal Address:
PO Box 456, Kasselsvlei, 7533, Cape Town

E-mail: jlourens@thermaspray.co.za
Website: www.thermaspray.co.za
Johannesburg:
Tel: +27 (11) 316 6520/8/9
Fax: +27 (11) 316 7527
Physical Address:
3 Axle Drive, Cnr Axle Drive & Hammer Rd Clayville,
Extension 11 Olifantsfontein, South Africa
Postal Address:
PO Box 1152, Olifantsfontein, 1665

